RVS TECHNOLOGY® CHAIN SAW TREATMENT
Every package contains a bottle with 90ml (3.04oz) of mixture of RVS compound and special oil.
This bottle contains the amount of RVS compound required for:
- treating both a chain saw motor and a chain / bar once; or
- treating the chain / bar twice.
Use a half (1/2) of the contents of the bottle for treating the motor, and the other half (1/2) for
treating the chain and bar.
You may need to carry out a double treatment on a seriously worn motor. The second treatment
procedure should be carried out after you have used the machine, being treated, for 4 to 6 engine
hours after the first treatment procedure.
Please note that you may use the RVS Technology 2-stroke engine treatment product for two stroke
engines in the chainsaw motor and use the chainsaw treatment for the chain and bar only.
THE TREATMENT step by step – Make sure both petrol tank and oil tank are empty.
1. Shake the bottle well (20-30sec) until it is well mixed. There must not be any sediment left
on the bottom of the bottle. The bottle contains 90ml of a mixture of special oil and RVS
technology compound.
2. Dilute one half (1/2) of the bottle contents with 5 Litres (1.32 US gallons) of fuel and 2 stroke
oil mixture prepared earlier (mix ratios as per engine instructions).
3. Pour the prepared mixture containing the RVS compound into the fuel tank and leave to idle
for 15 to 20 minutes.
4. Use the chain saw as usual (try to avoid stops for the first hour if possible).
FOR TREATING ONE CHAIN AND BAR.
Dilute one half (1/2) of the bottle contents with a litre (0.26 US gallons)of chain oil normally used for
the chain lubrication and use this mixture in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions for this
machines chain lubrication until the mixture is completely used.
The chain and bar of electric chain saws are treated identically as above.
ATTENTION!
After 15 minutes of sawing it is really important to check the chain adjustment. In case it is needed,
loosen the chain strain. During the entire treatment period, it is recommended the keep a close eye
on the chain adjustment.
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Store at temperatures below +40 ˚C (105˚F)
In case of skin contact, wash with lukewarm water and soap
If the product gets in your eyes, it may cause irritation, flush with copious amounts of water and if the irritation persists consult
a doctor.
If the product is swallowed, flush the mouth with water and consult a doctor. Do not induce vomiting.
In case of fire all types of fire extinguisher should be used – except water.
Keep out of reach of children.

